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Objectives

Support for Continuous Software  
Testing and Transformation
Change impact analysis powered by artificial intelligence (AI) helps expose risks 
to your critical business processes caused by standard or custom changes to your 
SAP® software. With smart change impact analysis, you can identify high-risk 
areas for testing and reduce the time and expense of running your complete 
regression test suite for each code update or modification.

Continuous software testing through process 
automation and sophisticated model-driven 
functionality helps organizations create and 
deliver new technology to drive innovation and 
enable intelligent enterprise operations. But  
in distributed and interconnected digital eco-
systems, new solutions and software changes can 
have unintended or unexpected results that can 
affect crucial business processes.

With an advanced integrated solution for change 
impact analysis, you can meet the challenges of 
facilitating fast, high-quality software releases.  

You can support continuous and regression  
testing and analyze the effects of software 
changes, updates, and upgrades across complex 
business processes spanning multiple SAP solu-
tions and systems. Change impact analysis 
enables your digital transformation initiatives, 
from updating ERP applications to upgrading  
and consolidating solutions to migrating to  
SAP S/4HANA®. The application even comple-
ments the RISE with SAP solution, so you can  
create a cloud-based business strategy and 
implement SAP S/4HANA Cloud with confidence.

Support for Continuous Software  
Testing and Transformation
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Fast, Intelligent Change Impact Analysis 
The SAP Change Impact Analysis application by  
Tricentis provides fast automated analysis of 
software changes and their impacts across your 
SAP software ecosystem, helping accelerate 
testing and improve the quality of your releases.  
SAP Change Impact Analysis works with SAP Fiori® 
apps and ABAP® programming language–based 
solutions, including SAP S/4HANA and the  
SAP ERP, SAP Customer Relationship Management, 
and SAP Business Warehouse applications.  
AI–based change impact analysis compares  
your current SAP software system with proposed 
custom or standard SAP software updates. 
 

The application analyzes the differences between 
versions that impact your business processes, 
integrations, custom code, security, governance, 
and user training. With it, you can analyze the 
business impacts of changes, compare systems 
and variations, test with confidence, and report 
when changes are safe to deploy. The application 
automatically compares multiple SAP software 
systems to help ensure they are aligned when 
making changes.

SAP Change Impact Analysis also allows you to 
identify and address software changes that pose 
technical and business risks so you can focus 
testing on the right areas. 

Fast, Intelligent Change Impact 
Analysis

Regression Planning and Tailored Testing

Solutions for Comprehensive  
Testing Support
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Regression Planning and Tailored Testing 
SAP Change Impact Analysis facilitates regression 
planning efforts, allowing you to analyze what’s 
affected and tailor plans to individual releases. So 
instead of testing everything, you can focus on the 
processes and data that are put at risk by changes 
in the new version, reducing expenses and 
accelerating outcomes.

With its intuitive Web-based interface and 
dashboard reporting functionality, SAP Change 

Impact Analysis empowers stakeholders 
throughout the enterprise. Executives, quality 
assurance and security managers, and business 
process owners can perform analysis and view 
results anytime, anywhere. Developers can drill 
down and see differences in software code that 
affect your solution environment, processes, and 
master data. The cloud-based application is 
flexible and scalable to meet your requirements.

Fast, Intelligent Change Impact Analysis

Regression Planning and Tailored 
Testing

Solutions for Comprehensive  
Testing Support
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Sophisticated dashboard reporting makes it easier  
to share results across the organization.
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Solutions for Comprehensive  
Testing Support 
SAP Change Impact Analysis is part of a family  
of solutions focused on continuous testing as  
part of the application lifecycle management  
continuum that integrates with and complements 
SAP Solution Manager and SAP’s application 
lifecycle management offerings. 

The SAP Enterprise Continuous Testing solution 
by Tricentis streamlines and unifies testing – for 
SAP and third-party solution environments –  
with advanced automation and AI functionality. 
With SAP Enterprise Continuous Testing, you can 
accelerate testing and provide fast and ongoing 

feedback to keep pace with agile and DevOps 
development methodologies.

The SAP Enterprise Performance Testing solution 
by Tricentis makes cloud-based performance  
testing available on demand to developers and 
testers. With it, you can ensure that SAP Fiori 
apps, SAP S/4HANA, and cloud-based appli-
cations such as SAP SuccessFactors® and  
SAP Ariba® solutions scale to meet the demands 
of your users. Use it alongside RISE with SAP to 
make continuous testing a part of your cloud 
strategy and how you use SAP S/4HANA Cloud.

Fast, Intelligent Change Impact Analysis

Regression Planning and Tailored Testing

Solutions for Comprehensive  
Testing Support
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Take a comprehensive approach to continuous 
testing and make the most of your technology 
investment.
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Reduced Business Risk and  
High-Quality Software Releases
SAP Change Impact Analysis enables you to 
identify what to test and why, and test confidently 
without compromises to system quality or unex-
pected disruptions to crucial business processes. 
You can take a proactive approach to change  
and innovation – without the need to send your 
data to a third party for analysis – for compre-
hensive control and security over your data and 
business processes.

Gain insights into your master data to help 
manage it better and more efficiently, and know 
where to best focus testing efforts, so you can 

build the right tests for today and tomorrow. 
Working with SAP Enterprise Continuous Testing, 
SAP Change Impact Analysis helps identify which 
tests you should run based on changes made.

With SAP Change Impact Analysis, you can 
increase release velocity, spur business innovation 
and transformation, and reduce costs by auto-
matically detecting the most-at-risk areas for 
testing. You can take advantage of AI functionality, 
decrease development risk, and reduce produc-
tion defects while increasing the quality of your 
software releases.

Reduced Business Risk and  
High-Quality Software Releases
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The cloud-based application has minimal infrastructure 
requirements and a straightforward SAP software add-on, 
helping you simplify and save on IT resources.
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Summary 
The SAP® Change Impact Analysis application by 
Tricentis replaces guesses with facts by providing 
revealing insights into software changes and  
their effects across your SAP software envi-
ronment, accelerating testing and improving 
software release quality. You can identify high-risk 
situations to focus on first, prioritize tests to help 
ensure coverage, automatically create execution 
lists based on impacted areas – and power 
business transformation and innovation.

Objectives
 • Find risks to business processes posed by stan-
dard or custom changes to your SAP software 

 • Enable continuous software testing and  
innovation and prioritize high-risk areas

 • Improve testing speed and efficiency
 

Solution
 • Automated, artificial intelligence–based  
analysis of software change impacts and  
support for regression testing

 • Integration with SAP Fiori® apps and ABAP®  
programming language–based solutions, 
including SAP S/4HANA®, SAP S/4HANA Cloud, 
and the SAP ERP, SAP Customer Relationship 
Management, and SAP Business Warehouse 
applications 

 • Web-based interface and dashboard reporting

Benefits
 • Accelerated testing and support for business 
transformation 

 • Improved quality of standard and custom  
software releases 

 • Reduced costs and increased effectiveness 
through a focus on areas of high risk 

Learn more
To find out more, call your SAP representative 
today or visit us online.
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https://www.sap.com/products/change-impact-analysis.html
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